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Molecular simulations of the ribosome and associated
translation factors
Lars V Bock, Michal H Kolár and Helmut Grubmüller
The ribosome is a macromolecular complex which is
responsible for protein synthesis in all living cells according to
their transcribed genetic information. Using X-ray
crystallography and, more recently, cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM), the structure of the ribosome was resolved at atomic
resolution in many functional and conformational states.
Molecular dynamics simulations have added information on
dynamics and energetics to the available structural information,
thereby have bridged the gap to the kinetics obtained from
single-molecule and bulk experiments. Here, we review recent
computational studies that brought notable insights into
ribosomal structure and function.
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structural resolution in X-ray crystallography is obtained
only for conformationally homogeneous crystals, and
high-resolution cryo-EM requires many images of the
complex in the same chemical and conformational state.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have evolved into
a powerful technique that complements the structural
information. Based on first principles physics laws, it
allows performing in silico experiments, for example, a
removal of a chemical lock in the stalled ribosome [6],
that are inaccessible by other means. Obtaining free
energies and transition rates from simulations allows a
direct comparison to kinetic experiments, which is crucial
for validation of the simulations and the proposed molecular mechanisms. Further, MD simulations biased by
cryo-EM density maps have been successfully used as
a tool for high-resolution structure determination (see [7]
and references therein). Finally, and possibly most importantly, MD simulations have enabled us to move from
mere correlations to an understanding of causes and
effects.
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Introduction
Ribosomes are large RNA-protein complexes which synthesize proteins in a process called translation [1]. Translation proceeds in a multi-step cycle and involves a
messenger RNA (mRNA), transfer RNAs (tRNAs) and
a number of proteins (translation factors) (Figure 1). The
investigation of ribosomes not only helps to understand
protein synthesis and its regulation, but also offers a
tremendous potential for medicinal applications. Indeed,
the ribosome is one of the main antibacterial drug
targets, and also the main actor in the problem of drug
resistance [2].
Advances in X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM provided
a wealth of structural information about ribosomes at
atomic detail [4,5]. However, the accessible information
on ribosome dynamics, which is essential to understand
ribosome function (Figure 1), is limited due to preconditions of the experimental techniques. Specifically, high
www.sciencedirect.com

The MD field underwent a respectable progress since the
first all-atom MD simulation of the entire ribosome [8].
However, MD simulations of the ribosome still remain
challenging for two main reasons: the large size of the
ribosome and the wide range of time scales relevant to
its function. To this aim, the whole arsenal of simulation
methods is used, ranging from coarse-grained MD simulations (cgMD) of the entire ribosome [9,10,54],
through structure-based MD (sbMD) [11,12],
explicit-solvent all-atom MD simulations (aaMD) of
entire ribosome [6,8,13–15,16,17] or its reduced/cutout
model [18–28], to a quantum mechanical/molecular
mechanical setup (QM/MM) explicitly treating the quantum character of electrons [29,30,31]. The more
detailed the description of the system, the higher is
the computational effort, which leads to shorter accessible
time scales. Due to the limited extent of this review, we
recommend Refs. [32,33] for a more in depth discussion of
these fundamental topics.
At least three reviews have been published [34–36] with
similar scope to this Opinion. Here, we follow up previous
reviews by Sanbonmatsu [34] and Åqvist et al. [35] from
2012. Our review is organized according to the ribosomal
translation cycle. We also cover two topics which are
closely related to translation and where simulations have
proven useful, namely the action of ribosome-binding
antibiotics and cotranslational folding. Due to limited
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35
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Structure of the bacterial ribosome in complex with EF-Tu (PDB 5AFI [3]). Scheme of the bacterial translation cycle as reviewed in [4]. 30S: small
subunit; 50S: large subunit; IF1, IF2, IF3: initiation factors; fM-tRNA: N-formylmethionine tRNA; aa-tRNA: aminoacyl tRNA; EF-Tu, EF-G: elongation
factors; RF1, RF2, RF3: release factors; RRF: ribosome recycling factor; green trace: nascent protein. The question mark stands for a stop codon
recognition.

space, we can only discuss a fraction of the many articles
published recently.

Initiation
Translation is initialized on the AUG start codon on the
mRNA. In eukaryotes, this codon is recognized by a preinitiation complex of the small subunit, initiator tRNA
and several initiation factors (IFs), which scans the
mRNA [37]. Not much simulation work has focused on
initiation so far. One exception is a work of Lind and
Åqvist who investigated the role of IFs on codon recognition [27]. Using aaMD they calculated relative binding
free energies for single-point mutations of the start codon
in the presence and absence of two IFs. The simulations
suggest that the presence of the IFs on the pre-initiation
complex increases the energetic penalty for binding noncognate codons and, thereby, the fidelity of cognate start
codon recognition is enhanced.

Decoding
A large fraction of simulation work has focussed on the
decoding step preceding peptide elongation, presumably
because many important details of decoding do not
involve large-scale conformational rearrangements. During elongation, aminoacyl-tRNAs are delivered to the
ribosome in the form of a ternary complex: the tRNA,
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35

a translational GTPase (in bacteria: EF-Tu or SelB), and a
GTP molecule. The tRNA decodes the information on
the mRNA by forming hydrogen bonds (H-bonds)
between codon and anticodon nucleobases. Remarkably,
the free-energy difference between correct (cognate) and
incorrect (near-cognate, non-cognate) base pairing alone
does not explain the very high fidelity of decoding [38].
Rather, high fidelity is achieved by a two-step decoding
process: initial selection leading to GTPase activation and
proofreading. In addition to the free-energy difference,
kinetic effects contribute to the discrimination. The GTP
hydrolysis rate is increased and tRNA rejection rate is
decreased by the recognition of the correct codon [38].
Free-energy aaMD simulations of the decoding region
were used to investigate the discrimination between nearcognate and cognate base pairs [22]. Small-subunit
nucleotides A1492 and A1493 adopt a flipped-out conformation in the presence of a tRNA and, in this conformation, interact with the codon-anticodon mini-helix. In the
simulations, flipped out nucleotides A1492, A1493 along
with G530 were found to shield the codon–anticodon base
pairs from solvent. This shielding prevents interactions of
near-cognate base pairs with the solvent, thereby increasing the free-energy difference between near-cognate and
cognate base pairs and thus the discrimination [22]. The
www.sciencedirect.com
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shielding mechanism is consistent with X-ray structures
of near-cognate complexes which imply that the decoding
center enforces a base-pair geometry of mismatched base
pairs close to that of a canonical base pair [39]. This leads
to a reduction of possible H-bonds relative to a relaxed
conformation.
Umbrella sampling aaMD of the in-flipping and outflipping of A1492/A1493 in a simulation system consisting
of the decoding center suggested a more active role of
these nucleotides [24]. In the simulations, a flipped out
conformation was seen to be more favourable for
cognate than for near-cognate base pairs, which would
increase the discrimination by stabilizing the cognate
codon–anticodon helix.
Aminoglycosides are a class of antibiotics that bind to the
decoding center and lock nucleotides A1492/A1493 in the
flipped-out conformation. In this way aminoglycosides
promote the accommodation of near-cognate, thus wrong,
tRNAs. Panecka et al. carried out aaMD of the decoding
center with bound aminoglycoside paromomycin and
resistance-inducing mutations in protein uS12 [21]. An
increased flipping rate relative to the wild type was
observed, suggesting that the mutation restores the function of these nucleotides.
In a recent cryo-EM study, intermediate structures along
the pathway of initial selection leading to the GTPase
activation of SelB were resolved at high resolution [26].
Both tRNA and SelB undergo substantial conformational
changes during the process which could present a kinetic
barrier controlling GTPase activation. To address the
question if these conformational changes by themselves
are rate-limiting to the process, aaMD of the free ternary
complex in solution was performed. The simulations
were started from the ribosome-bound cryo-EM conformations. The tRNA and SelB rapidly interconverted
between the different conformations, which allowed
the construction of the conformational free-energy landscape. The landscape indicates that the intrinsic largescale conformational changes of the tRNA and SelB
during the delivery to the ribosome are not rate-limiting
to the process.
In the GTPase-activated state, the GTP binding domain
of EF-Tu or SelB docks onto the sarcin-ricin loop of the
large subunit. Wallin et al. used aaMD of the GTP
binding site of EF-Tu in the activated state on the
ribosome to study the GTP hydrolysis [20]. Free-energy
perturbation simulations suggested that His81 of EF-Tu
cannot act as a general base in the reaction, as was
previously proposed, but rather stabilizes a water molecule involved in the reaction. Further, the sarcin-ricin
loop seems to promote the GTPase activated conformation of a conserved tripeptide motif PGH which contains
His81. The conformation of the PGH and Mg2+ positions
www.sciencedirect.com

predicted from these simulations were later confirmed by
high-resolution X-ray structures (see references within
[30]). aaMD in combination with empirical valence
bond (EVB) method suggested that His81 is doubly
protonated which promotes a proton transfer from the
stabilized water molecule to the GTP g-phosphate, followed by a nucleophilic attack of the hydroxide ion [30].
By calculating Arrhenius plots from MD simulations at
multiple temperatures Åqvist et al. identified a large
entropic contribution to the hydrolysis reaction [40].
After GTP hydrolysis, the GTPase dissociates from the
tRNA which allows the tRNA to move into to the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) on the large subunit. A
tRNA accommodation corridor was identified using targeted aaMD of the entire ribosome [8]. aaMD and sbMD
of tRNA accommodation suggested that there is an additional intermediate state between the pre-accommodation (A/T) and the fully accommodated states [8,11]. It is
characterized by the tRNA elbow in the accommodated
state and the CCA-tail not yet in the PTC. Recent sbMD
suggests that EF-Tu sterically reduces the range of
accessible tRNA conformations, specifically in the A/T
state [11]. Therefore, the presence of EF-Tu is predicted to destabilize the A/T state and thereby enhance
the rate of accommodation.

Peptide bond formation
At the core of ribosomal translation is the catalysis of
peptide bond formation [1]. The current reaction models
point to a substrate assisted mechanism. Early aaMD with
EVB calculations suggested that the ribosome reduces
the solvent reorganization energy by providing a stable Hbond network, which would enhance the peptide bond
formation rates [41].
MD simulations identified positions of several water molecules and H-bonds critical for the reaction which were
subsequently confirmed by X-ray structures [42,43]. QM/
MM simulations as well as high-level quantum chemical
calculations indicated that the transition state forms an
eight membered ring which includes a water molecule and
that the C–O bond cleavage takes place after C–N bond
formation [29,44]. These studies reproduced the experimentally observed catalytic effect. A recent QM/MM
study additionally proposed the presence of a Mg2+ ion
in the surrounding of the PTC and has shown that including the ion improved agreement of the calculated with the
measured catalytic effect, underscoring the importance of
ions in computational studies of the ribosome [31].
Since the PTC is buried within the large subunit, during
translation the nascent chain (NC) exits through a 100 Å
long tunnel (Figure 2a). The exit tunnel plays an active
role in protein synthesis. Certain peptide sequences
specifically interact with tunnel walls and induce ribosome stalling [45]. Further, the exit tunnel is a binding
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35
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(a) Scheme of the ribosome exit tunnel with several proteins highlighted. NC, nascent chain; ERY, erythromycin; PTC, peptidyl transferase center.
(b) Context of the erythromycin (ERY, in green) binding; figure based on PDB: 5JTE [6]. Several large subunit nucleotides are highlighted in bold
red. Two proteins uL4 and uL22 form a constriction site. The nascent peptide is shown as transparent surface.

site for a clinically important class of antibiotics [2].
Several MD studies have addressed these issues.
When synthesizing proteins containing proline stretches
(i.e. several prolines in a row), ribosomes become stalled.
Stalling is alleviated by a specialized elongation factor,
EF-P in bacteria [46,47]. Recently, cryo-EM structures of
a ribosome stalled by a proline stretch with and without
EF-P were resolved [28]. In aaMD simulations of the
PTC region, EF-P was observed to stabilize the P-site
tRNA in a conformation compatible with peptide bond
formation, while in the absence of EF-P, the tRNA
moved away from the A-site tRNA [28].
A communication pathway between the tunnel walls and
the PTC was identified in antibiotic-dependent ribosome
stalling. Biochemical experiments complemented by
aaMD of the entire Escherichia coli ribosome suggested
[23] that a macrolide antibiotic erythromycin (ERY) allosterically alters the properties of the PTC without any
direct contact with the NC (Figure 2). The simulations
captured a dramatic reorientation of U2585 and A2602,
both more than 8 Å away from the nearest ERY atom.
Besides this, ERY binding induced a conformational
change of its neighbor A2062, a nucleotide claimed to
serve as a nascent-chain sensor [48].
The role of A2062 was further highlighted by aaMD of a
cubic reduced model of the PTC and its surroundings in
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35

the presence/absence of ERY [25]. Over 20 unbiased
trajectories, each 200–360 ns, suggested that allosteric
signal transmission occurs via formation of a stem of
stacked large-subunit rRNA nucleobases and that, further, the stem formation is initiated by the A2062 conformational change.
ERY-induced stalling of an ErmB leading peptide
(ErmBL) [6] was studied using aaMD of the entire
E. coli ribosome with ErmBL peptide in the presence and
absence of ERY, complementing cryo-EM experiments
which cannot resolve unstalled ribosome-ErmBL complexes (without ERY). The simulations suggested that
the ERY induced conformational changes in the PTC
result in a shift of a Lys11 on the A-site tRNA, thereby
preventing peptide bond formation. The simulations
predicted a mutation of the Lys11 to enhance the stalling
ability of ErmBL, which was subsequently confirmed by
biochemical experiments [6].
The resistance to a ketolide antibiotic telithromycin
(TEL) was addressed by MacKerell’s group [18]. aaMD
of a spherical reduced model were combined with grand
canonical Monte Carlo to enhance sampling of water
positions in the exit tunnel. The study compared the
wild-type complex to three drug-resistant variants:
A2058G mutant as well as mono-methylated and
dimethylated A2058. Based on geometric analyses of
H-bonds and other contacts it was rationalized why
www.sciencedirect.com
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TEL mitigates the drug resistance due to A2058G mutation but remains susceptible to methyl-mediated resistance. The key player seems to be an H-bond between
TEL:20 -OH and A2058 that is maintained after mutation
to G2058, but disrupted by methylations.

Cotranslational protein folding
The exit tunnel can accommodate 30–60 AAs, depending
on the level of NC compaction. The rate of translation of
about 4–22 AA per second in bacteria [49] provides the
NC with sufficient time to explore its conformational
space and to start folding when still bound to the ribosome-tRNA complex. A number of simulation studies
have tackled cotranslational folding (see Ref. [50] for a
dedicated review). Particular interest lies in the trigger
factor (TF), the first chaperone encountered by the NC.
Free TF in solution exhibits a monomer–dimer equilibrium. It was studied by several groups using aaMD [51–
53]. The TF’s N-terminal and head domains can associate
making a compact tertiary structure. The conclusion that
TF is very flexible is supported across all the studies,
however the stability of the compact structure is forcefield dependent and remains elusive. It was pointed out
though that the compact structure prevents TF from
binding to the ribosome, as supported by an elastic
network model of the large subunit and TF complex [53].
The association of TF and E. coli ribosome was studied by
cryo-EM and cgMD of a reduced ribosome model [10].
Several 1.2-ms long trajectories showed interdomain
motions: while the N-terminal domain remained bound
to the ribosome, the head domain fluctuated between
bound and unbound states. The motions were similar to
those identified in solution simulations [51,52]. In the
ribosome-bound simulations, longer NC made the TF
more rigid as compared to the shorter NC construct. The
authors speculated that the loss of TF flexibility may
facilitate TF unbinding from the ribosome, while keeping TF and NC still together.
Using NMR and cgMD, Deckert et al. studied the role of
TF in synthesis of the disordered peptide a-synuclein
(aSyn) [54]. Decent agreement between NMR and
cgMD was observed. The authors suggested weak association of aSyn and ribosome surface and concluded that
there might be a specific affinity on the surface for
aromatic residues. About 50 AAs are needed from the
PTC to initiate interactions with TF.
NMR was used to study cotranslational folding of a pair of
immunoglobulin-like domains FNL5 and FLN6 [17].
aaMD restrained by chemical shifts generated an ensemble of protein conformations on the ribosome. The Nterminal FNL5 domain was shown to adopt native-like
fold only after emerged well beyond the tunnel. The
FNL6, which was located closer to the C-terminus than
www.sciencedirect.com

the FNL5, was disordered yet compact and transiently
interacted with the ribosomal surface.
A combined simulation-experimental study showed that a
protein can fold already inside the tunnel vestibule
(Figure 2a) [9]. A zinc-finger domain, probed by cgMD,
cryo-EM, and biochemical experiments on stalled ribosomes, folds in the tunnel between uL22 and uL23
proteins. The folding was observed in cgMD at physiological (310 K) as well as at cryo-EM (140 K) temperatures, although the structural agreement with the
cryo-EM model was rather poor.

tRNA translocation
After peptide bond formation the NC is attached to the
tRNA residing in the A site, the tRNA in the P site is left
deacylated and the E site is unoccupied (Figure 3a). The
two tRNAs then translocate to the P and E sites, either
spontaneously on slow time scales, or very rapidly in the
presence of the translational GTPase EF-G. Translocation of tRNAs is accompanied by large-scale collective
motions of the ribosome: relative rotation of ribosomal
subunits and L1-stalk motion. The L1 stalk, which is a
flexible part of the large subunit, is in contact and moves
along with the tRNA from the P to the E site (Figure 3b).
Whitford et al. extracted effective diffusion coefficients
for small subunit head and body rotations and tRNA
displacement from an aaMD of the classical pre-translocation state [13]. The diffusion coefficients together with
experimental rates of these motions provide upper-bound
estimates of free-energy barriers.
To obtain dynamics and energetics of intermediate states
of spontaneous translocation, X-ray structures were
refined against cryo-EM reconstructions, thereby obtaining 13 near-atomic resolution structures [14]. From
aaMDs of these intermediate states, order-of-magnitude
transition rates between states were estimated for
motions of the L1 stalk and the tRNAs as well as for
intersubunit rotations (Figure 3c). These rates revealed
rapid dynamics of the L1 stalk and intersubunit rotations
on sub-microsecond timescales, whereas the tRNA
motions were seen to be rate-limiting for most transitions.
Further, calculated molecular forces revealed that the L1
stalk is actively pulling the tRNA from P to E site as one
of the main mechanisms accelerating barrier crossing.
Using aaMD, it was shown that the intersubunit contact
network adapts to different intersubunit rotation angles
resulting in a relatively constant intersubunit binding
enthalpy [16]. A rotation-independent affinity between
the subunit is a prerequisite for rapid rotation since
different affinities would lead to barriers hindering rotation. In addition to the central contacts close to the axis of
rotation, peripheral contacts were found to be strong,
despite their large relative shift. This steady contribution
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35
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Figure 3
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(a) Pre-translocation structure of the ribosome with tRNAs in A and P sites (green, purple). (b) Motions accompanying tRNA translocation. (c)
Transition rates for different motions between different states estimated from the simulations. Figure adapted from Ref. [14].

is achieved by exchanging contact partners in the course
of rotation.
Recently, sbMD simulations were applied to study the
relation between small subunit head rotation and the
mRNA–tRNA translocation [12]. The authors chose
the non-rotated state of the ribosome as an energy minimum as well as two adjacent binding sites for each of the
two tRNAs. The model was able to reproduce a known
intermediate tRNA binding conformations (ap/P–pe/E)
and predicted an intermediate state with a tilted head,
which has not been observed in experiments yet. In this
proposed intermediate, the PE loop, which sterically
separates the P and E binding sites on the small subunit,
is displaced, possibly allowing the anticodon stem loop of
the tRNA to move from P to E site. After removal of steric
interactions of tRNA with small subunit protein uS13 and
the PE loop, the tilted head state was not populated
indicating that tilting results from these interactions.
In an earlier study, Ishida et al. applied a cryo-EM fitting
MD approach to study reverse translocation in the presence of EF-G [15]. The simulations were started from a
post-translocation structure and then driven towards a
pre-translocation state by maximising the correlation to a
pre-translocation cryo-EM map. A free-energy landscape
was estimated using umbrella simulations. Unexpectedly,
they observed a clockwise rotation in the simulations,
when going from the post state to the intermediate state,
while from cryo-EM structures of intermediate states a
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2018, 49:27–35

counter-clockwise rotation was expected. The authors
speculated that the movement of the head during reverse
translocation might be different from that in what they
call ordinary translocation. However, since the simulations describe an equilibrium process, there can be no
difference due to directionality. The tilted head state
described by Nguyen et al. [12] was not observed in the
simulations by Ishida et al. The differences between the
observed free-energy landscapes underscore the severe
sampling problem which is a major challenge for all
simulations of such large molecular complexes.

Termination
The translation cycle terminates in a series of steps after
an mRNA stop codon is presented in the A site (Figure 1).
First, a release factor (RF) recognizes a stop codon and
hydrolyzes the peptidyl-tRNA bond in the PTC. In the
last step of termination, the large and small subunits of
the ribosome separate. The subunits are recycled in the
next translation round.
In mitochondria, non-standard stop codons have evolved
[55]. In vertebrates, it is still unclear what factors recognize stop codons and how many stop codons actually exist.
Lind et al. carried out aaMD of a reduced spherical model
and calculated relative binding free energies of several
codons when bound to a variety of RFs [19]. Their results
suggest that neither of the two mitochondrial RFs mtRF1
and mtRF1a, homologs to the bacterial RF1, is able to
read non-standard AGA nor AGG stop codons. The
www.sciencedirect.com
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authors advocated for another factor — ICT1 — that
could be responsible for the peptide release in mitochondria as supported by later biochemical experiments [56].
The hydrolysis of peptidyl-tRNA bond allows releasing
the newly synthesized protein from the ribosome. The
atomistic details of the hydrolysis mechanism are not yet
fully understood. Kazemi et al. tested several mechanisms
by means of density functional theory on a reduced model
of the bacterial PTC (224 atoms) [57]. They concluded
that a base-catalyzed mechanism, which involves a deprotonation of the P-site tRNA A76 20 -OH group, is the
only one consistent with the experimental activation
energies, kinetic solvent isotope effect values, and pH
dependence.

Summary and outlook
An increasing number of theory and computation research
groups have accepted the challenges posed by a macromolecular system of the huge size of a ribosome, yielding
a wealth of mechanistic insights into this amazing molecular machine. This advance has been fueled by the
‘resolution revolution’ of the cryo-EM field, and the
obtained high-resolution structures of many conformational states. Most of the striking results in this field have
not been obtained by isolated simulation work, but in
close collaborations with other fields, most notably cryoEM, spectroscopy, and biochemistry.
In this context, we see a few avenues which have, in our
view, not yet been exploited to their full potential by
simulations. First, the new high-resolution cryo-EM maps
obtained at high pace demand improved and automated
refinement protocols, where MD may play a vital role.
Second, realistic simulations of single-molecule experiments will enhance the structural and dynamic interpretation. And, finally, more reliable protocols and methods
for accurate free-energy calculations are key to a quantitative and causal understanding of how ribosomes work.
We think such an understanding will have to be in terms
of molecular driving forces, Markov processes, and ultimately the full dynamics within a multidimensional freeenergy landscape. Understanding the ribosome remains,
therefore, not only a computational and methodological,
but also a conceptual challenge.
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